
All submitted Clocks should have word “REKLĀMA” or "РЕКЛАМА" in the left upper corner written so that viewer can see it clearly

Video specification:

Container: MXF OP1a or QuickTime MOV

Codec: IMX30, MPEG IMX 625/50 30 Mb/s

Resolution: 720x576

Pixel aspect ratio: DV Pal or DV Pal Widescreen

Scan type: Interlaced only

Field order: Upper (Top) Field First

Frame rate: 25fps / PAL

Bitrate: 30 Mbit/s

Bitrate mode: CBR / Constant Bitrate

Bit depth: 8 bit

Chroma subsampling: 4:2:2

GOP structure: N=1

Aspect ratio: 16:9 full height anamorphic FHA

Title/graphic safe area: An area of 90% is mandatory!

Audio specification:

Format: Linear PCM (WAVE)

Bitrate mode: CBR / Constant Bitrate

Sampling rate: 48.0kHz
Bit depth: 24bit

STILL IMAGE FORMAT:

Format for still graphics elements: 32-bit full size (720x576) uncompressed TGA

Pixel Aspect Ratio: 
4:3 - D1/DV PAL (1,07)

16:9 - D1/DV PAL Widescreen (1,46)

Resolution: 720x576

ATTENTION:

Media has a 14 day life limit on the FTP, after which it is automatically deleted.

Audio order: 1-2ch – Stereo Full Mix; 

In case if clock will be showed as digital clock imitation with real time and static clock face:

Test Files must be provided by the Client prior to start of the actual deliveries. Approval of File deliveries as such, and delivery start, is subject to MTG acceptance of the provided Test Files

Clock should be scheduled 15 seconds long where clock components are become visible in two and half seconds from the beginning and go off two and half seconds before the end of scheduled time.

In case if clock will be showed as digital clock imitation with real time and dynamic clock face. The dynamic clock face is presented as a video clip, content of which is related to a client 

advert.  We recommend using our technical specification for commercial clip delivery.

MTG Riga Playout Centre

Technical Specification for Digital Clock

This version of technical specification is actual for the following channels: TV3 Latvia, LNT, TV6 Latvija, 3+ Latvija, TV5 Latvija.

In case of inability to use real time clock we offer to use countdown counter up 10 seconds.  The countdown counter face is presented as a video clip, content of which is related to a 

client advert.  

We recommend using our technical specification for commercial clip delivery.


